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SEQUOYAH

The selection of the name SEQUOYA REVIEW for the literary journal at the University
of Tennessee at Chattanooga is an admirable choice. Not only did Sequoyah grow to
manhood in the valley of East Tennessee, but through his devoted study this mixed-blood
Cherokee bridged the gap for his people between the limitations of oral tradition and the
broad horizons of a written language. It is probable, as his principal biographer states,
that Sequoyah was "the only man in history to conceive and perfect in its entirety an
alphabet or syllabary."
As can be expected, much uncertainty exists in regard to the ancestry and early life of
individual Indians. Sequoyah was born about 1760 in the village of Tuskegee close to the
site of the British outpost known as Fort Loudoun. His father probably was Nathaniel
Gist, a white trader; his mother, Wurteh, came from an influential Cherokee family. The
lad grew up under his mother's care without learning to speak, read, or write English. He
became a hunter and warrior but his talents turned him to the silversmith craft and to
drawing and sketching. When the Cherokee lands of his homesite were sold, Sequoyah
moved to the village of Willstown near present-day Fort Payne, Alabama. Some of his
time, however, was undoubtedly spent with George Lowery, his brother-in-law, a
prominent Cherokee living in the lower reaches of the Sequatchie Valley before Sequoyah
moved west beyond the Mississippi River.
Sequoyah's inquisitive mind tried to fathom the secret of the white man's superiority.
Concluding that it was found in his ability to write messages, Sequoyah dedicated himself
to the task of developing the needed tools for a Cherokee written language. Ridicule and
discouragement failed to divert him from years of frustrated effort. Finally he turned to
the plan of forming characters to represent sounds which could be combined into words.
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From an English speller, which he could not understand, he apparently got the idea for
the form of some of his characters. Completely engrossed in these studies, Sequoyah drew
the taunts of friends and family because of his seemingly useless pondering. But after
many years he completed an eighty-six character syllabary. In 1821 he returned from his
western home with messages in Cherokee for members of the Nation who continued to
live in the Southeast.
The simplicity and adaptability of Sequoyah's syllabary made it possible for the Cherokee
to learn to read and write within a remarkably short time. Whether educated or
completely unschooled, members of the tribe learned in their cabins and along the
byways and trails of the area. The missionaries at the Brainerd Mission, established in
1817, gave full support to this early program in continuing education. Cherokee type and
a printing press were ordered from Boston by the mission. The Nation soon adopted a
written constitution establishing a republic with John Ross elected first Principal Chief.
And on the twenty- first day of February in 1828 the first issue of the Cherokee
newspaper, the CHEROKEE PHOENIX, carried stories both in English and in the new
language of Sequoyah.
The Cherokee immediately recognized Sequoyah's extraordinary feat; they awarded him
an annual pension of $300 for life and had a medal struck off in his honor. In his
presentation remarks Chief Ross said: "The great good designed by the author of human
existence in directing your genius to this happy discovery cannot be fully estimated-- it is
incalculable." The United States government awarded Sequoyah $500 for his service to
his people. Later his name was appropriately given to the giant redwood trees of the
Pacific coast (spelled Sequoia) and to the Sequoia National Park in California. The state
of Oklahoma chose Sequoyah as one of its two representatives (the other is Will Rogers)
in Statuary Hall in Washington, D. C.
The name SEQUOYA REVIEW chosen by the current staff presents a challenge to all
future editors and contributors, for in the spirit of Sequoyah they will try to match
perserverance and devotion with a mastery of the written word.
--James W. Livingood
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HOME
The 1900 grandeur died
the old hotel was torn down
long ago
paddlewheels no longer churn the river.
Only nine cars on the street.
A noonday sun
melts bubblegum on the sidewalks
flat rocks
placed by the slaves.
Now the rocks are smooth and silent
like the river
that ribbons through the hills.
And the drugstore man
sweeps his steps.
At three
school turns out
and the children caw like crows
in December fields.

--Caldwell Davis
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IN THE LINEMAN'S WEATHER TENT
It is raining,
and these loose walls
are getting heavier.
It is too dark
to find my way back
down to the bottom
of the utility pole.
I must wait,
listening to a line
of traffic that sounds
like a blank tape.
I arrange the lineman's tools
by size and shape
next to the base
of the transformer.
I take up
disconnected wires
and touch them
at their raw ends,
hoping to find
some tension.
Kneeling in place,
I am ready
to spend the night,
to count it
back to the dawn,
like a Muslim
knowing that stars
or a lantern moon
can cast a light
through the outside
of the weather.
--Joseph Garrison
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THE BOYS
They stand out
in crowds
like West Virginia
auctioneers
at a Saturday
sale, like
a slow parade
of fire trucks,
like clowns
on unicycles.
Pushing, they
startle girls,
heading them down
for a higher view.
They eat ham
and fried onions,
pitch dimes
at glasses,
bet on numbered
wheels or a stone's
weight, pretend
to steal every
kid's bike,
then shuffle,
rear-view-mirroring.
They make ducks
disappear, hit bells
with a last shot,
slip their hands
into their pockets,
as smooth as sand
on the belly
of a crocodile.
--Joseph Garrison
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PLANTING DAYS
Breasting at eleven, my daughter
Does not believe the almanac;
She plants fruits of the earth
Under the worst possible sign,
Fiery Leo, who glared at the hour
Of my birth. I try to tell her
About the old and the new moon,
Ask her to regard its phases;
But she sets out the broccoli
And cauliflower nevertheless,
Mounding each one, deliberately,
With potting soil and peat moss.
Come full summer, the leaves
And the flowers will sadden her;
But she will smile at the growth
And abundance of Cancer, produced
Both for her wonder and respect.

--Joseph Garrison
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CLOUD IN ISOLATION
Lately it rained here,
And I went out to the mountains to watch the clouds
Hanging upon the bluffs
Which form the canyon of a river.
Masses of clouds with their rain
Were blowing in on the wind from the northeast
And piling into the mountains.
Some clouds would be caught for a time at the summits
And hang there--together.
Others would be caught in quiet pockets,
at a lower elevation in the tops of trees,
To float there for a while--in isolation-Before a draft, in time, would bear them upward
And join them again to the masses above.
Then to my mind,
The river where I stood became the stream of life,
bearing all of humanity;
the canyon became an abyss of care.
It would be good to fly upward
And join the wind from the northeast
To be caught in a quiet pocket, in the tops of trees,
To float there for a while--in isolation-Before a draft, in time, would bear me downward
And join me again to the masses below.
--Howard Cannon
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NO MORE DREAMS
No more dreams,
my nights are filled
with sleep.
Were Ito chance
a peek
as I lie asleep
would I find
in my mind
an endless place
where my visions dance
and the nameless face
stares back for hours
silently growing flowers
for the funerals
of my useless dreams.

--Kyle Schlicher

MOON WHISPERS TUNE
Dream sweet
moon whisper is low.
Time approaches
midnight is ever slow.
Waiting patiently for the moon
stars gazed upon
blink, as if they know
moon whispers tune.

--Kyle Schlicher
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IN THE GREASY SPOON
Why should I worry about choosing
The right word when I can get what I want
By pointing at it?
Hey you! Yeah, you
With the crooked eyes and the unslakeable past,
My rusty child who will not come unscrewed,
Look here. Who
Is this old stone man beneath your toes?
Scuff him not, you hear? Callous not thy
Soles upon him. Walk away.
I will try not to follow.
Over the distances we will speak to each other.
What air, what airs we make
Among the cabbages and Lestoil. What's for dinner?
That and that and that while the boiling mentors
Call me traitor, countercoin, slob.
In a time of confusion the eyes should widen
Lest the curious richnesses be lost. Be chary
Of the sieve, fiercest of weapons,
And the brittle servitude of the shield.
Walk your way, son. It's on the menu.

--Dabney Stuart
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HIGH FINANCE
--Gesu, not a native of the mind
Thinking the thoughts I call my own,
Native, a native in the world
And like a native think in it.

The hack in hock. The lyric meddler mortgaged
To his chin, his drastic jaw, his eye-teeth.
What kind of father is this, in the quick mornings,
An earlier self, unspent, floored among marbles,
His sons giving him a tumble, what is the cost
Of this face, this crust, this short temper
Rising above the small divisions,
Waxing, the boxes within boxes?
Life is like that, reader, the lie cloistered
In belief, the rut in truth, the truth
In everything, and like this, the cause
In clause, the am in game and grammar,
The increasing scar,
the tenure of return,
the father
Disguising hate, what can you do with the rat
In generation?
Somebody said that a man has
Only what he has lost and that only
What he has given away comes back to him.
Well, anyway, this is our house, cat's cradle
Full of dares, bristling, our house, a manner
Of speaking, a matter of keeping
The pressure on the man who holds the note.
--Dabney Stuart
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AN ANTHOLOGY OF GRIPES, CURES, EXTRACTIONS, PROVOCATIVE
HIGHLIGHTS, CENSORIOUS DEVIATIONS AND I DON'T KNOW
WHAT-ALL ELOGIOUS MATERIAL
for Fargo North, Decoder

If you choose to return by a route different
From the one by which you departed, no one
Will recognize you. No one will
Recognize you anyway.
The sign on the seat said Occupied.
The sign on the door said the same thing, so did the sign
On the house advertised for rent in the newspaper,
Which I had rented. Therefore, I betook myself to the Emporium
Of Fine Plots, located high atop Telegraph Hill, and applied
For a new one. But when I saw the diaphanous fiancee
And her intended--a doctor who asked no questions
Of the grave-robbers who brought him fresh bodies
For the dissection room--both in the first reel,
I knew this was an old dance altogether, and left, emptied
Of my orient desires.
ide luv u lak bawk dus a tree
Yessuh. Shore wood. Lake water lapping, the heronhouse
Perched, land's end, oarless, and no place to go.
Such fond situations,
Familiar seepage, an odor of Proust and verbena, a cup of tea
Set on a flagstone and a napkin suspended in mid air.
What is
To go back but to hang upside down by your tail, lest we forget
The tall tales of Old Possum?
These echoes are too severe. Get on back in here, Uncle Alphy!
Long hath she battled with that scourge of Piles
In vain, but now with Upham's Magic Art
Fierce racking pains give place to cheerful smiles.
Each former sufferer owns a grateful heart.
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You, too, can own one. All it takes is two hours a week,
On the same day if you wish, and the special equipment
Obtained from this address. Be a former sufferer. Please
Remit with your order. Specify size, weight, color, and how long
You expect to remain enrolled in the program.
Now, chewing tobacco and spitting the juice
In the house of the Lord can find no excuse
But want of politeness, or rather of grace,
Or want of respect for this hallowed place;
Yet here it is practised by A, B, and C,
And there it is followed by E, F, and G.
You never need ask where these gentry sit;
Just look on the floor and you'll see by the spit.
As in the gold mosaic of a wall.
The recent scourge
Of dry-goods robberies remains unreconstructed, but
Its effect on our citizens must be reckoned unforeseen
As witness the increasing number of doors disfigured
With black cloth hearts following the recent election,
Divers startling encumbrances of property, the appearance
Of gangrels, heretofore unknown in these parts, beneath
The awning of the mortuary, and not least the dispersal
Of nightmares.
Crackling reports There's good news tonight
The wind febrile, the infernal gibberish of Miss TattleTale's pet heart-Enough! Honestly. Where does
That shiftless mummer get to? Alpheus! Wake up, Uncle!
Well then, I speak you wife and man;
Go spin out life as best you can.
--And both the parties said, "Amen."
--Dabney Stuart
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THE LAY OF FAT CHANCE CARMINE
It begins with a pun,
the first thing to remember
Is not to tell your own story,
she's a good lay
When she's interested,
the last minstrel, last Muse
Down on the right and roll over,
no man is a fit
Audience for himself,
only you
Can make the darkness bright,
nothing can come of nothing,
Speak again.
My heart, my love, when I was a boy
In the North winter I'd line the barrels up
Sixteen or eighteen abreast across the pond
And back off, well off, and hone my blades and paw
At the ice, and then skate full ahead, take soaring to the air
And land on barrel four or five. Dependably.
I sprawl there in the splinters and raw cloth
And look up and say to you, "I made it."
A timely claim, lummox. What else is new?
What other tempests would you unfurl, highly and on the quick,
Wherever fine linen is sold? Eh? Could I trouble you
For a match? I want to burn this poem.
Who is
This Fat Chance Carmine anyway?
You just missed him,
You must have passed him on the way in, he just stepped-Watch out, you'll burn your finger!
Why would anybody do this
Unless he has something to avoid, unless some worm
Corrodes his small intestine, some worm of fear, unless
For the life of him he can't put it all together and needs help?
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Or is it that he would spare someone a truth?
The world of love, sold separately:
She reaches her silken
Sleeve for the moon
Pale fruit ripening
On the tree of Night
Where would you dine
Feathers of the bird, fall
I don't know, I don't know
I know nothing
When will the fire divide
And her arms reach toward me
A succession of interludes, ludens, tangential to the man
Who will be back in a moment, return in a minute, Fat Chance
Carmine, whose cousin the celebrated French film director, Meat,
In 1943 I believe it was, or some time adjacent
To those notorious upheavals everybody was privy to
And continues to measure themselves by, Meat, I say,
Celebrated the role of the misshapen and diabolic
In affairs of the heart, ma couer, such as

When the three dwarfs dance
In the frozen moon
No one woos the blue bear
and

or
The bride, a solitary thing,
Rode hunting for the boar:
She lost her way and by the way
Undid her yellow hair.
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"Yumyum, yum yum," the young swain cried,
"You're promised to another.
"I haven't known such happiness
"Since I undid your mother."
Meat, I say, lean, red meat, old enough to bleed old enough
To butcher, Migod, many's the lunge and splatter
In the old rod yet, c'mere, poppet, I've a quaint desire...
Do way youre handes!
Which way do you propose to go, Mr. Carmine?
Yep.
I see. And what will you do when you get there?
Why certny.
One further question, F. C., may I call you effsee? one
further question.
Sher. You go right ahead.
Unless he considers there is no end to it
Though the poem makes some end and is misleading, unless he believes
It's better to take it on the chin, or wherever,
Than to play by false orders, unless he does not
Elect history, unless no matter
How much you step on him he's got something in store.
--Dabney Stuart
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AN OBSERVATION
A word, and
then, a word,
and then
another
like wind against
a window-a simple fall of air
at night nudging
the panes.
--what is it?
whispered out of sleep.
Air returning
out of dark
--a word coming
as your body
shudders mine
to speak: your eyes
gather the dark.
--Robert J. Cornet

JANUARY RAIN
nothing in the rain
but water and air
and cold guttering
down the house like
a candle
--Robert J. Cornet
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AUBADE
Bitter and black, no sugar could
cure the acid burn the cup made
against her lip. "It's not breakfast
I want to eat or fix, right now.
The sun's too hot. It's burning up
the piece of moon that's left. The dew's
gone and this goddamn coffee hurts
my stomach," she said. "I can see
them: little blackeyed men propped on
gun butts or long, thick knives, eating
rock steamed pork some girl brought. They take
a seed and scorch it, first, to stone;
then bump and grind it down to dust;
then I've got to swallow it, too.
It stains my teeth, the lip and white
inside of this cup. So I won't
forget, I guess." He smiled, then stroked
her hand, then kissed it. "Cramps or age?"
he said. Her lean eyes lifted, then
dropped like bone on bone. "Jesus. Men."

--Robert J. Cornet
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DOWN AT THE EDGE

As he was driving he kept changing the tape tracks because he wanted to hear what it
was that he was going to do, without knowing that he was going to do it. His middle
initial was K., and he was called Marvin K. Mooney; he never said what the K. stood for
and his eyes always squinted with anger and shame when he was asked. Marvin K.
Mooney, what a stupid name, he hated it. He especially hated the K.; that's why he never
told anybody what it stood for. Marvin K. Moody, a hostess would say, or a teacher, and
then there would be that foul snicker. Well, he understood the snicker, and he hated it,
too.
He left Knoxville at seven in the morning bound for the outer banks of North
Carolina. He had just graduated, and he should have been happy, but he wasn't. He had
been a fraternity boy, and he wasn't anymore, not that he really liked the frat. He just
didn't have anything else. Back then he didn't mind, but now he realized the futility of
his frat days, and he hated it. He had been alone then too. But he had liked being alone
and had always known he could find a frat brother when he needed one. Now he was
really alone. He had just crossed the French Broad River and he was nearing Ashville but
the same tape kept repeating,

Closer to the edge
Just by a river ...

Marvin was an exceptional student who never made anything but A's in his life, from
the first until the last. As he passed Ashville, he was still listening to the same tape; he
didn't know why, he just was, and he didn't question.
He had been a freshman just three years ago, but now he didn't feel any different;
things really hadn't changed much. He remembered his days as a pledge, and his first date,
and he remembered how everyone said that she was an easy lay; but after it was all over,
all he had done was kiss her good night. It was the same as the big drunk he had planned
for the first football game, but he only had one drink. And, when he finally did get
drunk, it was by accident and he passed out on his date. He was riding and listening and
going nowhere.
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Seasons will pass you by
I get up
I get down
He stopped outside Black Mountain for gas and a Coke. He adjusted his hair so the
attendant wouldn't see the smallpox scar on his forehead. But he didn't know why. He
checked his map and checked his money, but he really didn't need any where he was
going, although he didn't know that. He switched from highway to highway at Statesville.
He was not driving fast because small towns by reputation were full of cops, and he didn't
need a speeding ticket.
Down by the end
Round by the corner ...
He kept thinking about his school days, and a girl he once had. But he really didn't
have her because he didn't know what she wanted. He wouldn't touch her because he
thought that she didn't want him. But, she really did. She left him from time to time but
eventually returned. She waited and she said he was cute, and he left it at that, but she
wanted more. He didn't know it but she told him when she left the last time. He should
have gone after her or gotten another, but he didn't know how. He did now, but it was
too late, and he hated it.
He remembered how popular he was during exams, and how he couldn't ever find time
for himself. He yearned to be like the rest of them, and be able to drink and not think
himself a fool, or make love to a girl without feeling stupid, or be social without feeling
like a boot-licker. He thought about all the things he had wanted to do, and it made him
sick.
He hit Highway 30 at Pactolus which changed to 33 just before he got to Washington,
then changed again to 264 just after Washington. He liked the small towns he had ridden
through; they seemed to be void of problems or pressures. He thought he wanted to live
in one of them, but he knew he couldn't. Adding and subtracting, multiplying and
dividing for a large company, in a large city: that's what he would be doing for the rest of
his life. He knew it, and he hated it.
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He had already driven through Bunyon and Yeatesville, and he was near Leechville,
and he began to notice that the country was devoid of anything; it was like the end of the
earth. He turned his face away because all his problems were more important.
When he went away to school, he remembered his father telling him to be a "good
Christian boy," and to seek Christian friends. Well, that had been that. He had not gone
home at all during the next three years. He had always found something else to do.
Religion had been his father's answer to everything, and it had made him hate the church,
and his father, and his mother, and all that they stood for. The church had never been
any help to him; maybe that was his fault, but it didn't matter. He had tried when he was
little. He had prayed but praying hadn't helped. It had only made him feel guilty and that
everything he did was wrong.
He was driving through Swan Quarter, and he again noticed that all the land was
barren. He was unhappy, but he couldn't do anything about it. He started thinking that
maybe things would get better, and this time his doubt was less than before, yet it was
still there. Could it be that he had never had any fun, could it be that he had never had
any fun in college, he was trying to remember; and he was having trouble.
Seasons will pass you by
I get up, I get down.
He remembered once when he was sitting in the library, and he saw two little boys out
playing in the yard. They seemed not to have a care in the world. They just ran and
played and looked as if nothing bothered them, and he remembered how he laughed
when one of them fell down in the mud. He was still chuckling when he rode through
Englehard, but as the last house sped by, he saw again the flat sandy barrenness and he
stopped laughing. He felt as if he were on the edge of the world, and he didn't like it. He
drove on, but he saw no change. It only got worse. He was near Mans Harbor.
He went through Mans Harbor, and before him was the ocean. He saw the sand and the
sun. He stopped his car before he got to the bridge and listened to the tape that had been
playing for the past ten hours, and he thought. He turned, opened the car door, swung his
legs out, and rested his shoes on the sand.
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He noticed his untied shoelace. He bent down and tied it, untied it, tied it again.
He pulled his sand-covered feet back in the car and drove again. He was going over
ninety miles an hour as he approached the bridge which spanned Croatan Sound, and he
was scared. He knew that if he did not take his chance now he would never have another
or the guts to try it again. He looked ahead to the inviting, smiling ocean, and it seemed
to be saying, "Come in and end your troubles." He smiled back, but he wasn't really
happy. He just smiled and he knew,
Down at the end
Round at the corner
Close to the edge
Just by the river
Seasons will pass you by
I get up. I get down.
Now that it's all over and done
Now that you find, now that you're whole.
And he was.

--David Benson

Lyrics from Close to the Edge by YES
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